Design and synthesis of structurally defined heparan sulfate (HS)-FK506 conjugates as an exogenous approach to investigate biological functions of nucleus HS.
Although heparan sulfate (HS) is widely implicated in numerous physiological and pathological processes, the biological function of nucleus HS remains underexplored, largely due to its complex structure and high hydrophilic property. To supplement these efforts, ideal vehicles are drawing attention as they combine attractive features including lipid solubility for penetrating cell membrane, high affinity binding to its target receptor, metabolic stability, and no cellular actions resulting in toxicity. Herein, we develop a convenient and promising strategy to prepare HS-FK506 conjugates for membrane transport and entry into nucleus, where click chemistry takes easily place between the exocyclic allyl group of a clinic drug FK506 and thiol as a handle incorporated into HS analogues. HS derivatives for constructing the conjugates were synthesized using a cutting-edge chemoenzymatic method. Meantime, [35S] labeled 3'-phosphoadenosine 5'-phosphosulfate (PAP35S) and [14C] glucuronic acid (Glc A) were adopted to label HS-FK506 conjugates, respectively, to evaluate their efficiency of nucleus entry, as a result, 14C Glc A was sensitive, effective and reliable whereas PAP35S gave rise to a mixture of labeled compounds, hampering the understanding of structure-function relationship of nucleus HS. Compared with the corresponding HS, the amount of HS-FK506 conjugates to translocate into nucleus from radioactive assay experiments sharply increased, e.g. tridecasaccharide-FK506 1d increased by approximate 10 folds, offering a simple and robust platform for enabling hydrophilic compounds including carbohydrates to translocate into nucleus and shedding light on their biological functions.